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Modular wall climbers
A step, a high perch or a private nook - the modular wall climbers can
be used individually or in endless combinations. The minimal and flexible
design makes setup and maintenance easy and lets them fit in any living
space, increasing the room’s usable ‘paw-print’.
The product is made from partly recycled PET felt which has been heatpressed creating a uniquely soft and durable surface, perfect for climbing
and scratching, lowering stress and maintaining healthy claws. The felt is an
excellent thermal and acoustic insulator making the modular wall climber a
cosy place for a catnap.
When the felt finally wears down, it can be separated from the frame,
recycled and replaced - no need to throw out the product.
dote.co

DESIGN:

Dote Studio, 2017

MATERIALS:

PET felt, partly made from recycled pet bottles

DIMENSIONS:
Scale 1:10 mm

Steel frame with abrasive resistant powder coating
COLOURS:

Grey, Green, Beige

CARE:

Use a vacuum cleaner with an upholstery nozzle or
a sticky roller to remove pet debris and dust. Clean
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off marks with a lint-free, damp cloth. Never use
abrasive cleaning agents or any agents harmful to
animals. If necessary, we recommend using
environmentally friendly products.
PRODUCTION:
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Made in regulated factories in Sweden
SS-EN ISO 9001: 2008
SS-EN ISO 14001: 2004

SUSTAINABILITY:
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Made from durable, partly recycled materials and
responsibly sourced production, the cat climber
system is designed to wear gradually over time by
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aiding the pet’s stress levels and claw care. Using
‘design for disassembly’ principles, the felt
components can easily be maintained and finally
replaced when necessary. Our goal is for an
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ongoing improvement of both materials and
production without reducing its quality.
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RECYCLING:

All parts of the modular wall climbers, including its
packaging, is made from 100% recyclable materials.
Please separate the PET felt from the steel frame
and recycle according to your country’s regulations.

NOTE:
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The texture and colour of PET felt can vary slightly
per batch as a result of the felt production process
and the recycled content.
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